NEIHC Evaluation

Judge 1: Jón Vilmundarson  
Judge 2: Herdís Reynisdóttir

Sires 7 years and older

IS1998187062 Adam from Kvíarhóli  
Color: 6400 Red dun no markings  
Breeder(s): Gunnar Sigtryggsson / Frítt  
Owner(s): Judi Debeuf  
F: IS1994158700 Keilir from Miðsitju  
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri  
Fm: IS1977257141 Krafla from Sauðárkróki  
M: IS1986258842 Toppa from Víðivöllum  
Mf: IS19ZZ158440 Vindur from Sólheimagerði  
Mm: IS1982257071 Ósk from Víðivöllum  
Measure: 133 - 127 - 131 - 61 - 136 - 35 - 45 - 42 - 6,7 - 29,0 - 19,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,5 - L.h.: 8,5  
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,87  
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 8,20  
Overall score: 8,07  
Slow tölt: 8,0  
Canter: 7,0  
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

US1996100843 Herkir from Northstar  
Color: 2200 Brown no markings  
Breeder(s): Lanny L. Carroll  
Owner(s): Lanny L. Carroll  
F: IS1991186919 Ásaþór from Feti  
Ff: IS1988158714 Kraflar from Miðsitju  
Fm: IS1984258260 Ásdís from Neðra-Ási  
M: IS1988255490 Albína from Ytri-Völlum  
Mf: IS1985155471 Frosti from Ytri-Völlum  
Mm: IS19AA255197 Ljósbrá from Hvoli  
Measure: 137 - 132 - 136 - 61 - 137 - 35 - 45 - 43 - 6,5 - 29,5 - 18,5  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,5 - L.h.: 7,7  
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 = 8,15  
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,71  
Overall score: 7,89  
Slow tölt: 8,0  
Canter: 8,0  
Rider: Ísólfur Líndal Þórisson

IS1995187925 Glitfaxi from Kílhrauni  
Color: 8300 Silver dapple/bay no markings  
Breeder(s): Guðmundur Þórðarson  
Owner(s): Kathryn Roberts  
F: IS1988186461 Mjölnir from Sandhólaferju  
Ff: IS1976157005 Þokki from Garði  
Fm: IS1979286470 Möggu-Jörp from Sandhólaferju  
M: IS1987287920 Dögg from Kílhrauni
Mf: IS1984188570 Faxi from Kjarnholtum II
Mm: IS19ZZ287144 Irla from Skálhmolti
Measure: 137 - 129 - 136 - 63 - 142 - 37 - 47 - 45 - 6,8 - 30,5 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,8
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,85
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 5,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,83
Overall score: 7,84
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 8,5
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

IS1997155507 Fönix from Syðsta-Ósi
Color: 8300 Silver dapple/bay no markings
Breeder(s): Friðrik Böðvarsson
Owner(s): Gloria and/or Vince Verrecchio
F: IS1985157020 Safír from Viðvík
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1967258720 Gloría from Hjaltastöðum
M: IS1985255509 Vinda from Syðsta-Ósi
Mf: IS1968158670 Baldur from Syðri-Brekkum
Mm: IS1965255506 Vinda from Syðsta-Ósi
Measure: 142 - 133 - 141 - 65 - 145 - 39 - 46 - 44 - 7,0 - 31,0 - 20,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,5 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,98
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,5 - 6,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,73
Overall score: 7,83
Slow tölt: 7,5 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

IS1997165310 Stefnir from Staðartungu
Color: 2510 Black pinto
Breeder(s): Jón Pétur Ólafsson
Owner(s): Chris Creighton
F: IS1992157686 Fengur from Íbishóli
Ff: IS1974157001 Fáfnir from Fagranesi
Fm: IS1984257076 Gnót from Ytra-Skörðugil
M: IS1977256611 Dögg from Litla-Búrfelli
Mf: IS1959157158 Glaesir from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS19AB256037 Böl from Búrfelli
Measure: 139 - 130 - 137 - 64 - 141 - 34 - 46 - 42 - 6,5 - 30,0 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,5 - L.h.: 8,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,94
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 8,5 = 7,33
Overall score: 7,58
Slow tölt: 7,0 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

**Sires 6 years**

IS19999136491 Fjalari from Gunnlaugsstöðum
Color: 5500 Buckskin no markings
Breeder(s): Þórður Einarsson
Owner(s): Sverrir Bjartmarz
F: IS1993136611 Hágangur from Sveinatungu
Ff: IS1988158436 Hrannar from Kýrholti
Fm: IS1985236003 Draumey from Sveinatungu
M: IS1985225009 Freyja from Reykjavík
Mf: IS1973157005 Gustur from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1975200001 Fríða from Reykjavík
Measure: 134 - 127 - 133 - 62 - 141 - 34 - 46 - 43 - 6,6 - 30,0 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,93
Rideability: 9,0 - 8,0 - 5,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 = 7,91
Overall score: 7,92
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Sigríkur Jónsson

Young sires - Conformation

IS2002186715 Vindur from Árbakka
Color: 8300 Silver dapple/bay no markings
Breeder(s):
Owner(s): Jacinda Winthrow
F: IS1997186708 Týr from Árbakka
Ff: IS1991186701 Álfarleggur from Árbakka
Fm: IS1970258992 Hrönn from Kolkuósi
M: IS1980258556 Fífa from Svaðastöðum
Mf: IS1961158588 Rauður from Kolkuósi
Mm: IS19AD258020 Grása from Merkigili
Measure: 130 - 123 - 130 - 62 - 130 - 5,9 - 28,0 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,0 - L.h.: 7,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 7,24
Rider: Jacinda Winthrow

Mares 7 years and older

IS1997287616 Byssa from Nýjabæ
Color: 2200 Brown no markings
Breeder(s): Óli Andri Haraldsson
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert
F: IS1993188565 Hlynur from Kjarnholtum I
Ff: IS1989188560 Kolskeggur from Kjarnholtum I
Fm: IS1977257460 Hrefna from Holtsmúla
M: IS1988287614 Harpa from Nýjabæ
Mf: IS1985187620 Höttur from Nýjabæ
Mm: IS1975287620 Bleik from Nýjabæ
Measure: 136 - 135 - 61 - 140 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,5 - L.h.: 8,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 8,06
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 9,0 - 8,0 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 = 8,59
Overall score: 8,38
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Þórður Þorgeirsson
IS1996287055 Tildra from Auðsholtshjáleigu
Color: 1550 Chestnut with blaze
Breeder(s): Gunnar Arnarson
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert
F: IS1984165012 Hektor from Akureyri
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1975265482 Tinna from Akureyri
M: IS1988257700 Tign from Enni
Mf: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Mm: IS1978258442 Tinna from Enni
Measure: 139 - 137 - 63 - 138 - 28,0 - 17,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,5 - L.h.: 9,0
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,81
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,5 - 6,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 = 8,19
Overall score: 8,04
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Þórhur Þorgeirsson

IS1997225033 Prinsessa from Meðalfelli
Color: 0100 Grey/chestnut no markings
Breeder(s):
Owner(s): Axel Jón Birgisson
F: IS1988165895 Gustur from Hóli
Ff: IS1973135980 Gáski from Hofsstöðum
Fm: IS1978257260 Abba from Gili
M: IS1989225021 Drottning from Meðalfelli
Mf: IS1985186005 Piltur from Sperðli
Mm: IS1972225170 Kusa from Skálatúni
Measure: 133 - 134 - 62 - 139 - 28,0 - 17,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,5 - L.h.: 7,5
Conformation: 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,73
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 = 8,15
Overall score: 7,98
Slow tölt: 8,5 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Erlingur Erlingsson

IS1997225851 Sædis from Melabergi
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Gunnar S. Auðunsson
Owner(s): Fran Azur
F: IS1992155490 Roði from Múla
Ff: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu
Fm: IS1984255490 Litla-Þruma from Múla
M: IS1984265089 Sveifla from Bakka
Mf: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS19ZZ265009 Skjóna from Bakka
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 = 8,08
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 5,5 - 7,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,5 = 7,88
Overall score: 7,96
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Ísólfur Líndal Pórisson

IS1998288258 Glóð from Hvítárholti
Color: 1550 Chestnut with blaze
Breeder(s): Halla Sigurðardóttir
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert
F: IS1992125200 Geisli from Reykjavík
Ff: IS1985176001 Toppur from Eyjólfsstöðum
Fm: IS1977225286 Mánadís from Reykjavík
M: IS1981287032 Minning from Hvítárholti
Mf: IS1977187002 Nasi from Hvítárholti
Mm: IS1977258735 Lyfting from Hjaltastaðahvammi
Measure: 137 - 137 - 63 - 144 - 28,5 - 19,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 7,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 6,5 = 7,74
Rideability: 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,99
Overall score: 7,89
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Erlingur Erlingsson

IS1992237931 Von from Mýrdal 2
Color: 1200 Chestnut/sorrel no markings
Breeder(s): Gísli Pórdarson
Owner(s): Pamela and Joseph Merlo
F: IS1981187020 Kolfinnur from Kjarnholtum I
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1974288560 Glókolla from Kjarnholtum I
M: IS1977237931 Nellý from Mýrdal 2
Mf: IS19ZZ137033 Mósi from Mýrdal 2
Mm: IS19ZZ237058 Pattý from Mýrdal 2
Measure: 142 - 143 - 66 - 145 - 30,0 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 9,0
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,87
Rideability: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,88
Overall score: 7,87
Slow tölt: 7,5 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Stefán Ágústsson

US1997201259 Saela from Helms Hill Farm
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): George Gates
F: IS1984157014 Prúður from Neðra-Ási II
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1974258263 Þokkadís from Neðra-Ási
M: IS1986257560 Glória from Húsey
Mf: IS1967186102 Þáttur from Kirkjubæ
Mm: IS1977257560 Brúnskjóna from Húsey
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,5 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 = 7,58
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 = 7,91
Overall score: 7,78
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Þórdur Þorgeirsson

IS1995225009 Freyja from Laxárnesi
Color: 1520 Chestnut with star
Breeder(s): Eydís Indriðadóttir
Owner(s): Roberta Wallace Mantz
F: IS1990125299 Heiðar from Meðalfelli
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri
Fm: IS1971286470 Vordís from Sandhólaferju
M: IS1987257560 Mörk from Hvíteyrum
Mf: IS1974157001 Fáfnir from Fagranesi
Mm: IS1976257829 Freyja from Hvíteyrum
Measure: 130 - 121 - 60 - 140 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 7,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 = 7,91
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 6,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 = 7,68
Overall score: 7,77
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Ísólfur Líndal Þórisson

US1997201480 Hremsa from Helms Hill Farm
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): Anne Elwell
F: IS1984157014 Prúður from Neðra-Ási II
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1974258263 Þokkadís from Neðra-Ási
M: IS1978288173 Hrefna from Hrepphólum
Mf: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Mm: IS19AC288140 Nótt from Hrepphólum
Measure: 138 - 134 - 62 - 140 - 26,5 - 16,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,5 - L.h.: 9,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,74
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 6,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 = 7,68
Overall score: 7,70
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Sigríkur Jónsson

IS1993258035 Komma from Langhúsum
Color: 3420 Bay/red with star
Breeder(s): Sigurbjörn Porleifsson
Owner(s): Sarah Jones
F: IS1982187036 Gassi from Vorsabæ II
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1963287960 Litla-Jörp from Vorsabæ 1
M: IS1983265048 Héla from Halldórsstöðum
Mf: IS1977157350 Feykir from Hafsteinsstöðum
Mm: IS1970265901 Drottning from Halldórsstöðum
Measure: 135 - 134 - 64 - 139 - 28,5 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 6,5 - 7,0 - 7,0 = 7,58
Rideability: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,74
Overall score: 7,68
Slow tölt: 7,0 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

US1995200727 Isafold from Helms Hill Farm
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): Gregory Lunn
F: IS1984157014 Prúður from Neðra-Ási II
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Saudárkróki
Fm: IS1974258263 Þokkadís from Neðra-Ási
M: IS1977258595 Fljóta-Stjarna from Kolkuósi
Mf: IS1957158589 Hörður from Kolkuósi
Mm: IS19Z258127 Elding from Kolkuósi
Measure: 139 - 139 - 65 - 140 - 29,5 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 9,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 6,5 = 8,09
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 5,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,38
Overall score: 7,66
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Ísólfur Líndal Þórisson

IS1993266661 Hringiða from Rauðuskriðu
Color: 6400 Red dun no markings
Breeder(s): Kolbrún Úlfsdóttir
Owner(s): Cynthia Nadler
F: IS1986157002 Mímir from Ytra-Sköðugili
Ff: IS1976157003 Hervar from Saudárkróki
Fm: IS1977257546 Skerpa from Ytra-Sköðugili
M: IS1985266582 Gunnfríður from Helgastöðum
Mf: Mm:
Measure: 137 - 136 - 63 - 141 - 29,0 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 8,00
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 7,33
Overall score: 7,60
Slow tölt: 7,0 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

IS1997257466 Hremmsa from Stóru-Gröf ytri
Color: 2700 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Jón Gunnlaugsson
Owner(s): Susan C. Peters
F: IS1985176001 Toppur from Eyjólfsstöðum
Ff: IS1968157460 Hrafn from Holtsmúla
Fm: IS1976276161 Sera from Eyjólfsstöðum
M: IS1984257078 Hera from Stóru-Gröf ytri
Mf: IS1982157025 Hjörvar from Glæsibæ
Mm: IS1977257311 Fifa from Glæsibæ
Measure: 136 - 133 - 63 - 141 - 27,0 - 17,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,0 - L.h.: 7,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,85
Rideability: 7,5 - 7,5 - 5,5 - 7,5 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 8,5 = 7,14
Overall score: 7,43
Slow tölt: 7,5 Canter: 8,0
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

US1996202855 Hrefna from Helms Hill Farm
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): Cynthia Dunne
F: IS1985166002 Sindri from Garði
Ff: IS1964157001 Sörli from Sauðárkróki
Fm: IS1971265770 Glæða from Stóra-Dal
M: IS1979266030 Nótt from Tungu
Mf: IS1957158589 Hörður from Kolkuósi
Mm: IS19ZZ258494 Ør from Kolkuósi
Measure: 133 - 131 - 61 - 140 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 = 7,98
Rideability: 7,0 - 7,0 - 5,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 = 6,82
Overall score: 7,28
Slow tölt: 7,0 Canter: 7,0
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

IS1994256456 Fluga from Blönduósi
Color: 3500 Bay no markings
Breeder(s): Eyjólfur Guðmundsson
Owner(s): Andrea S. and Steven T. Barber
F: IS1991155140 Kórall from Stórhóli
Ff: IS1987155130 Stormur from Stórhóli
Fm: IS1987255140 Drottning from Stórhóli
M: IS1979256751 Gyðja from Torfustöðum
Mf: IS1974156716 Vinur from Torfustöðum
Mm: IS1960256705 Perla from Eiríksstöðum
Measure: 134 - 135 - 63 - 137 - 28,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 8,0
Conformation: 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 = 7,68
Rider: Sigríkur Jónsson

IS1988286351 Píla from Uxahrygg
Color: 1510 Chestnut pinto
Breeder(s):
Owner(s): Victor and Dale Cuppetilli
F: IS1973135980 Gáski from Hofsstöðum
Ff: IS1958135857 Hrímnir from Vilmundarstöðum
Fm: IS1959235981 Freyja from Hofsstöðum
M: IS19AC281033 Dögg from Uxahrygg
Mf: IS1976184633 Kári from Hemlu 2
Mm: IS1962286240 Mána from Uxahrygg
Measure: 130 - 131 - 62 - 139 - 27,0 - 18,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,5
Conformation: 8,0 - 6,5 - 8,5 - 6,5 - 8,5 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,27
Rider: Sigríkur Jónsson

Mares 6 years

US1999201258 Osk from Helms Hill Farm
Color: 6400 Red dun no markings
Breeder(s): Anne Elwell
Owner(s): Martina Gates
F: IS1990157003 Galsi from Saudárkróki
Ff: IS1974158602 Ófeigur from Flugumýri
Fm: IS1980257000 Gnótt from Saudárkróki
M: IS1992265801 Gæfa from Þverá, Skíðadal
Mf: IS1984151002 Léttir from Saudárkróki
Mm: IS1982265022 Glóblesa from Þverá, Skíðadal
Measure: 137 - 137 - 64 - 135 - 28,0 - 18,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 8,2
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 7,5 - 7,0 = 7,74
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 7,93
Overall score: 7,85
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5
Rider: Sigrún Brynjarsdóttir

Mares 5 years

IS2000286917 Brík from Feti
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Brynjard Vilmundarson
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert
F: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu
Ff: IS1982151001 Otur from Saudárkróki
Fm: IS1983284555 Dama from Þúfu
M: IS1990286917 Litbrá from Feti
Mf: IS1986165509 Bliki from Höskuldsstöðum
Mm: IS19AA258885 Tíbrá from Flugumýri
Measure: 138 - 135 - 63 - 139 - 28,5 - 19,0
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,0 - L.h.: 7,7
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 8,22
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 = 8,14
Overall score: 8,17
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5  
Rider: Erlingur Erlingsson

IS2000286913 Selma from Feti  
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings  
Breeder(s): Brynjar Vilmundarson  
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert  
F: IS1994187053 Vængur from Auðsholtshjáleigu  
Ff: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu  
Fm: IS1980257037 Rán from Flugumýri  
M: IS1989287137 Míla from Akurgerði  
Mf: IS1986165509 Bliki from Höskuldsstöðum  
Mm: IS1976286361 Kaupa from Pykkvabæ  
Measure: 140 - 135 - 64 - 145 - 28,5 - 19,0  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,5 - L.h.: 7,5  
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 9,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,0 = 8,24  
Rideability: 8,5 - 8,0 - 5,0 - 8,5 - 9,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 = 8,00  
Overall score: 8,10  
Slow tölt: 8,5 Canter: 8,5  
Rider: Þórður Þorgeirsson

Mares 4 years

IS2001286911 Gæska from Feti  
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings  
Breeder(s): Brynjar Vilmundarson  
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert  
F: IS1998186924 Ás from Feti  
Ff: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu  
Fm: IS1988288574 Herdís from Kjarnholtum I  
M: IS1988287549 Gjöf from Skálmholti  
Mf: IS1986187056 Seifur from Selfossi  
Mm: IS1983287008 Dögg from Eyrarbakka  
Measure: 137 - 134 - 63 - 140 - 28,0 - 18,5  
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 8,2 - L.h.: 7,7  
Conformation: 8,5 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 = 8,33  
Rideability: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,0 - 8,5 - 8,5 - 7,5 = 8,25  
Overall score: 8,28  
Slow tölt: 8,0 Canter: 7,5  
Rider: Erlingur Erlingsson

IS2001287054 Kolstjarna from Auðsholtshjáleigu  
Color: 2540 Black with star and snip  
Breeder(s): Hreggviður Eyvindsson  
Owner(s): Peggy Gilbert  
F: IS1995187053 Garpur from Auðsholtshjáleigu  
Ff: IS1986186055 Orri from Þúfu  
Fm: IS1985225005 Hildur from Garðabæ  
M: IS1989257277 Kolskör from Glæsibæ  
Mf: IS1982151001 Otur from Sauðárkróki
US2001201756 Rodadis from Sand Meadow
Color: 1500 Chestnut no markings
Breeder(s): Andrea S. and Steven T. Barber
Owner(s): Andrea S. and Steven T. Barber
F: IS1995187053 Garpur from Auðsholtshjáleigu
Ff: IS1985225005 Orri from Þúfu
Fm: IS1991256106 Hera from Hofi
M: IS1976157003 Hervar from Sauðárkróki
Mm: IS1985256002 Gjóta from Hofi
Measure: 133 - 133 - 61 - 135 - 27,5 - 17,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,0 - L.h.: 7,0
Conformation: 8,0 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 7,5 - 6,5 = 7,74
Rider: Sigríkur Jónsson

**Offspring/geldings**

US2001101779 Notti from Curtis
Color: 2500 Black no markings
Breeder(s): Curtis Icelandic Horse Ranch
Owner(s): Bonnie B. Cauthon
F: IS1990187289 Faldur from Tóftum
Ff: IS1982187035 Angi from Laugarvatni
Fm: IS1983287003 Hrísla from Laugarvatni
M: IS1986287002 Nótt from Sæfellí
Mf: IS1983157021 Blakkur from Holtsmúla
Mm: IS19ZZ287149 Breiðblesa from Sæfellí
Measure: 135 - 133 - 60 - 134 - 27,5 - 17,5
Measure of feet: L.fr.: 7,6 - L.h.: 7,2
Conformation: 8,0 - 7,5 - 8,0 - 8,0 - 7,0 - 8,5 - 7,5 = 7,86
Rider: Bonnie B. Cauthon

For more information check out [www.Worldfengur.com](http://www.Worldfengur.com)!